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wished to corrupt the simple morality of purer
times.
Let us try the question by a parallel instance.
What judgment should we form of the warmth
of that man's attachment to his Sovereign, who, at
seasons of recreation, should seek his pleasures in
scenes as ill-accordant with the principle of loyalty,
as those of which we have been speaking are with
the genius of religion ? If for this purpose he were
to select the place, and frequent the amusements to
which Democrats and Jacobins1 should love to
resort for entertainment, and in which they should
find themselves so much at home, as invariably to
select the spot for their abiding habitation; where
dialogue, and song, and the intelligible language of
gesticulation, should be used to convey ideas and
sentiments, not perhaps palpably treasonable, or
falling directly within the strict precision of any
legal limits, but yet palpably contrary to the spirit of
monarchical government; which, further, the highest
authorities had recommended as sovereign specifics
for cooling the warmth, and enlarging the narrow-
ness of an excessive loyalty! What opinion should
we form of the delicacy of that friendship, or of the
fidelity of that love, which, in relation to their re-
spective objects, should exhibit the same contra-
dictions ?
In truth, the hard measure, if the phrase may be
pardoned, which we give to God; and the very dif-
particular period when the Parisians have been commonly conceived
most tinder their influence. Vide Journal d'un Voyageur Neutre.
The author of the work expresses himself as astonished by the pheno-
menon, and as unable to account for it.
1 The author is almost afraid of using the terms, lest they should
convey an impression of party feelings, of which he wishes this hook
to exhibit no traces ; but he here means by Democrats and Jacobins,
not persons on whom party violence fastens the epithet, but persona
who are really and avowedly such.

